FACCC Communications Committee

Tuesday, June 1, 2021
11:00 AM – 11:40 AM

Notes

Attendees: Amy Leonard, Dave Balch, Evan Adelson, Elizabeth Norvell, Kristin Lassonde, Ryan Tripp
Absent: Deirdre Frontczak
Staff: Ashley Hamilton and Stephanie Goldman

Welcome
 Recap last meeting
 Committee roster update
 Logistics of FACCCTS article and blog submissions during the summer

Review Fall FACCCTS 2021
 Deadline for articles: August 1
 Ryan will send a reminder on July 1
 Tentative fall themes: Revise “Back to Campus; or not?”
 “Concerns of returning back to campus”
 “Safety combined with quality of education”

Article Proposals
 DEI / Cultural Competence – Natalina(to confirm) and Deirdre Frontczak
 History of the Idea: Cultural Competence – Dave Balch
 How students feel learning online vs face-to-face – Evan and Dave Balch
   • Students perspective on state level
 Online experience from the articulation perspective (labs like bio/chem) – Elizabeth Norvell
   • Ryan recommends focusing on the transfer aspect for students, incorporating the
difficulties of providing syllabus/course outline requests from 4 year professors during
COVID
 Data on student attendance
   • Research number of students higher ed has lost due to COVID
 Ethnic studies & equity concerns as we return to school - Ryan Tripp
 Today’s relevance of the liberal arts – traditional western studies are being dismissed and
dissolved – Deirdre Frontczak
Cultural theories embedded within philosophy – Ryan follow up
Paul Baltimore Article – Linda Sneed
Safety procedures for returning back to campus – Amy Leonard

**FACCC Summer Blog Ideas**
Late Policies – Amy Leonard
Returning to campus procedures, safety, & interactions - Ryan Tripp
  ● Disability services when we return to campus
Full-Time faculty not having to return to campus, as told by campus officials - Amy Leonard
  ● Long Beach eliminated full-time faculty clause “must be present and on campus”
Vaccination requirements incorporating international students – Amy Leonard
Non-credit classes (research) – Amy Leonard
Ethnic Studies area F – Elizabeth Norvell

**Any Additional Comments on 2020-21 Communications Committee**
All
Next meeting tentative for late August

Adjourn